Study forecasts gradual Haynesville production recovery before final decline
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Low natural gas prices have slowed development of the Haynesville shale in east Texas and northwest Louisiana. Despite this, the play remains promising under the right economic conditions. This article summarizes a study by the Bureau of Economic Geology (BEG) of the Haynesville's resource and production potential. It integrates engineering, geology, and economics into a simulation model capable of forecasting drilling and production scenarios based on several technical and economic parameters.

The article determines base cases for the remaining technically recoverable gas resources, total-field estimated ultimate recovery, potential future drilling activity, and the play's production peak. All of these are dependent on natural gas prices.

In a base-case scenario using $4/MMbtu Henry Hub pricing and other conservative parameters, we estimate 46 tcf of cumulative Haynesville production by existing and new wells, to be drilled through 2045 and producing through 2064.

The Haynesville's annual production has declined from a 2012 plateau of about 6 bcf/d to roughly 4 bcf/d in 2015. Production will recover slowly to 5 bcf/d in the early 2020s, before starting its permanent decline to 1.7 bcf/d by 2045.

Even using a constant $4/MMbtu Henry Hub price assumption, the formation will continue to be a significant contributor to US natural gas production for at least 30 years.

**TYPICAL HAYNESVILLE PAY ZONE CROSS SECTION**

*GR = gamma ray log, NPHI = neutron porosity, DPHI = density porosity. Gray shaded areas on DPHI black line are porosity values. Pay zone is highlighted in blue.
This article identifies areas where future drilling is likely to occur, when and under what economic conditions drilling will occur, what the drilling and production profile will look like, and the economic reserve additions that will result.

**Study parameters, methods**

The study underlying this article used production data from all individual Haynesville wells drilled 2008-12, starting with the production history of all wells and then determining what remains to be drilled under various economic, geologic, and technologic scenarios. The result is a comprehensive view of the field.

The study assesses production potential in six geographic tiers and estimates future production scenarios according to these tiers.

Well economics vary across the basin because of productivity and cost differences caused by geology and other factors. The article accounts for these variances, as well as for distributions around natural gas price, drilling cost, economic limit of each well, advances in technology, and many other geologic, engineering, and economic parameters. Including these variables allows determination of how much gas can be extracted from future wells under different economic and technical conditions.

The study includes a method of estimating ultimate production for each well based on the physics of the system, rather than using just the mathematical decline curve. This method has successfully predicted shale-well production declines in other basins and was used by BEG in previous studies of the Barnett and Fayetteville shales (OGJ, Aug. 5, 2013; Jan. 6, 2014).\(^1\)

To tier productivity and analyze decline curves, the study looked at all 2,527 wells drilled through 2012 and analyzed declines for 2,131 wells with at least 12 months’ production history.

The production outlook model covers field development from 2013-45, then extends production through 2064, allowing the 2045 wells to deplete. While wells developed in 2012 provide incomplete results for a stable decline analysis, they allow benchmarking predictions for that year against actual 2012 drilling and production results.

The Haynesville play is particularly sensitive to price variations. Breakeven costs are near or above Henry Hub gas prices of 2011-12 because of higher well costs in this deep, high-pressure reservoir.

Many high-quality well sites have been drilled only to the extent necessary to meet acreage commitments. These locations will become economically attractive when a

---

\(^1\) Refers to previous studies by the Bureau of Economic Geology (BEG) on the Barnett and Fayetteville shales.
chosen to maximize spatial coverage of the field. Major stratigraphic tops were picked in all wells. The pay zone was selected primarily on the basis of gamma ray values, which are higher than in underlying carbonate units, and NPhi and DPhi log curves.

A gas effect appeared in the porosity log responses (Fig. 1), shown by higher apparent DPhi (as the bulk density is reduced by the presence of gas) and lower apparent NPhi (as the hydrogen content is lower for gas than for oil or water).

Structure, net pay-zone thickness (H), and density porosity (DPhi) maps were produced, and Phi and H maps were combined to create a net porosity-thickness (Phi-H) map (Fig. 2).

Porosity-thickness mapping initially showed an area of high Phi-H in the northern part of the play that did not correspond with good well productivity. The poor performance of wells in this area is related to lithology. Higher clay content from ancestral river dilution to the north affects production, making hydraulic fracturing more difficult. Proppant becomes embedded more easily and connectivity is lost more readily than in harder, more calcite-rich rock.

High clay content is reflected in the logs as a greater separation between DPhi and NPhi (Fig. 1). Clay-volume calculations based on NPhi-DPhi separation have been used in the Haynesville shale. DPhi log curves modulated on the basis of reservoir quality produced a Phi-H map that accurately represents areas of good porosity and thickness. Separation between NPhi and DPhi log curves determined reservoir quality.

Net pay-zone calculations excluded areas too clay-rich (>5% separation between NPhi and DPhi) to correspond to good production. The resultant net porosity-thickness map provided a good correlation to well productivity, a key driver in predicting future production from undeveloped areas of the field.

The study divided the play into square-mile grids, or blocks, and calculated original free gas in place (OGIPfree), excluding adsorbed gas, for the entire play on a block-by-block basis, using a conventional volumetric approach (Fig. 3).

When calculating OGIPfree, density-log porosity was adjusted to equivalent gas-filled core porosity by applying a sustained increase in gas prices or a decline in drilling and completion costs leads to resumed development of the field.

**Geologic characterization**

The BEG study encompasses the extent of all previous drilling within the known geologic boundaries of the field. A total of 5,212 sq miles was included, though only 2,068 sq miles had been tested by drilling through 2011.

Researchers performed a log-based assessment of key geological parameters influencing production. Digitized logs were deep enough to reach the base of the Haynesville, including gamma ray, density porosity (DPhi), and neutron porosity (NPhi) logs.

The study’s data set consisted of logs from 115 wells.
field-wide factor of log = 0.60 × core. BEG’s experience in the Fayetteville and Barnett shales and core data from additional sources provided the basis for this step.8

Temperature and pressure calculations were a function of reservoir depth. Gas properties were assumed to be typical of similar reservoirs. Total OGIPfree was estimated at 489 tcf, with 227 tcf underlying blocks that were penetrated by at least one well by the end of 2011. BEG identified pressure as another important driver of OGIPfree. The Haynesville exhibits abnormally high pressure, with a gradient of about 0.95 psi/ft. Pressure increases as the formation deepens to 14,000 ft in the south from 10,000 ft in the north.

Production-decline analysis
The study analyzed the decline of all 2,527 wells drilled through 2012, determining their individual expected ultimate recoveries (EURs).9 Key input variables in the study included base-well declines; the effects of late-life deterioration from interference between the well’s drainage area; and an assumed maximum 25-year life. Decline analysis predicted an EUR of 10.3 tcf for the 2,527 wells drilled through 2012.

The study used a well-production decline method based on linear-transient flow in the reservoir.¹ Per-well production decline was inversely proportional to the square root of total time over the first 1 to 2 years of well lives, depending on reservoir properties and completions. An exponential decline followed, as interference interference affected production. High reservoir pressures prevented absorbed gas from contributing to production.

A theoretical linear flow solution yields a straight-line increase of cumulative production versus log time until interfracture-boundary conditions are reached within the well-fracture pattern, resulting in the predicted decline.

In addition to this theoretical model, BEG divided production for each well by the fitted value of gas within the stimulated reservoir volume, then plotted cumulative production against the square root of time divided by the time to interfracture interference (Fig. 4). Wells that had not yet experienced interference interference had their time-to-interference estimated from reservoir properties, and then used it to forecast production.

Reservoir-quality tiers
BEG found the EUR of Haynesville wells increasing with lateral well length, but the average incremental EUR per unit of lateral length slightly decreasing with length. The study normalized EURs as if all wells had been drilled to a uniform of 4,800 lateral ft, reflecting common drilling practices at the time.

Length-normalized EUR/ft values were mapped along well-drilling paths, using directional surveys for all wells. Each 1-sq mile block was assigned a weighted average EUR/ft, based on the well segments penetrating the block.¹0

The resulting average productivity values allowed ranking the blocks in six productivity tiers. The undrilled blocks, not penetrated by any existing well, were assigned tiers using mathematical interpolation and following the geological features of the play, yielding a full-field productivity-tier map (Fig. 5).

Tiering reveals areas of higher and lower productivity. The tier map shows considerable reservoir heterogeneity, with better-performing blocks interspersed with poorer-performing blocks. In some cases, better-performing wells and poorer-performing wells exist next to each other in the same block. The field flanks, where the reservoir thins, have relatively low productivity.

Reservoir drainage
We combined EUR values with reservoir volumetrics to quantify the volume of the reservoir drained by each well. Reservoir volumetrics are calculated using:

1. Calibrated gas-filled porosity values.
2. Pay-zone thickness.
3. Reservoir pressure and temperature for each well as a function of well depth.
4. Typical gas properties, from which we derive the gas-expansion factor (Bg).

A rectangle represents the volume-drainage area. Actual drainage areas are not ideal rectangles and the
combination of hydraulic and natural fractures can cause gas to flow from outside this idealized drainage area. Rectangles, however, provide an acceptable shape somewhat consistent with microseismic results, as well as a means of accounting for the drained volume.

It was unclear initially if wells drained a large volume with a small recovery factor (RF) or a small volume with a large RF to achieve their calculated EUR.

To estimate RF, BEG observed closely spaced wells that, based on changes in the original well-decline pattern as nearby wells were added, appeared to interfere with each other. Many closely spaced wells exhibited some degree of interference, indicating drainage areas about equal to current well spacing in closely spaced blocks.

We next developed 3D well-simulations of specific, closely spaced blocks and adjusted recovery factor until the RF, drainage area, and predicted well-declines matched actual well performance.

Using drainage-area calculations for every well, BEG estimated the amount of drained and undrained acreage for each 1-sq mile block of the reservoir. Assuming that the acreage left undrained by the wells in each block was known, we then created an inventory of future feasible drilling sites based on expected RFs, EUR, and estimated OGIP by tier for every location (Fig. 6). This study estimates a remaining technically recoverable resource (TRR) of 177 Tcf. In this projection, the higher-productivity tiers are more developed and the lower-productivity tiers remain uneconomic at almost any foreseeable gas price.

**Well economics**

The study looked at average EUR/well/tier, assuming a 20-year well life (Fig. 7). More than 80% of EUR is recovered in the first 5 years, except for Tier 1, where an average well recovers 78% of EUR during that period. Most wells will be nearly depleted by year 10, with more than 90% of EUR produced. The average EUR for all wells is likely to be lower because of attrition and economic limits.

The study’s production model includes historical attrition rates, which increase as rock-quality tier decreases. BEG applied the average well profile in each tier to estimate average well economics. Input from operators in the Haynesville validated a representative set of well-economic parameters (Table 1). A comprehensive well cash-flow model determined the internal rate of return (IRR) for an average well in each tier (Fig. 8).

**Production outlook**

The study modeled the pace of future Haynesville development using the productivity-tier map, inventory of future well locations available in each tier, and an understanding of the economics of an average new well in each tier.

An activity-based model predicts new drilling based on available-location inventory and well economics. The pace of activity is adjusted annually in the model, driven by the economics of the average well in a given tier. The model distinguishes six productivity tiers based on economic incentives to drill. The historical pace of drilling is used to help scale the model’s reaction to future prices.

BEG’s model tracks the number of wells/year drilled in each tier and totals the production effect using average well profiles by tier.
New drilling production is next layered on top of extrapolated production decline of all existing wells. The model accounts for observed drilling inertia to predict how the pace of drilling will increase or decrease, based on reservoir quality, as a function of price (change in IRR) and the size of the remaining well inventory.

The model can restrict the developable area, simulating, for example, surface limitations or spacing inefficiencies such as leasing obstacles, among many other such adjustments. The result is an outlook of future completions from the field through 2045, and a full-field EUR through 2064 for any set of assumed parameters.

The model’s key assumptions include average well declines, effects of late-life deterioration on decline, effects of attrition, and a maximum 20-year life for all wells.

The base-case scenario allows development of a maximum of 80% of the acreage in currently producing blocks, but only 40% of the acreage in undeveloped blocks. It also sets minimum activity levels in each tier, reflecting past performance in low price periods, and incorporates several other assumptions (Table 2).

The model generates a production outlook (Fig. 9). With $4/MMBtu natural gas at Henry Hub, Haynesville production peaked in 2012 and declined rapidly as annual well count decreased in response to lower prices in 2013.

Production recovered somewhat as prices rebounded above $3.5 in 2012-13, encouraging drilling in the better locations, before declining steadily as the number of high-quality drilling sites dwindled. The better locations in Tiers 1 through 3 are developed, and the lower tiers do not justify development at prevailing prices.

Our study forecasts full-field cumulative production in the Haynesville of 46 tcf, including the 10.3 tcf from 2,527 wells drilled through 2012. The production outlook and resulting EUR are sensitive to natural gas price (Fig. 9). A substantial portion of the reservoir has breakeven gas prices of $4-6/MMBtu. Higher prices will extend both the production buildup and the subsequent plateau period. At $6 Henry Hub pricing, the Haynesville would produce 56.9 tcf with more Tier 2 and 3 locations drilled. At $10 Henry Hub, full-field EUR reaches 72.3 tcf, boosted by significant drilling in Tiers 4 and 5.

Drilling and completion costs have declined in the Haynesville. Even before the recent reduction in service fees following the oil price collapse, Haynesville capital expenditures sank as low as $8 million/well (OGJ, Feb. 3, 2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HAYNESVILLE PRODUCTION OUTLOOK, PRICE SCENARIOS</th>
<th>Fig. 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Henry Hub pricing, $/MMBtu</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4, $8 million CAPEX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AEO 2014 price forecast</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HAYNESVILLE WELL ECONOMICS</th>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Well shut-in economic limit</td>
<td>0.05 MMcfd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basis, Henry Hub</td>
<td>-$0.07/MMBtu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royalty rate</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severance tax rate</td>
<td>4%, 2 years exempt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginal tax rate</td>
<td>40.2% (32.2% federal, 8% state)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflation rate</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drilling cost, 12,000-ft total vertical depth</td>
<td>$10.5 million, 20% tangible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related capital expenditures</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expense/well/year</td>
<td>$82.500, +13% overhead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gathering, compression, treatment</td>
<td>$0.49/Mcf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lease cost/acre</td>
<td>$3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacing, acres</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depletion</td>
<td>$2.03-0.40/Mcf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abandonment cost</td>
<td>$140,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HAYNESVILLE PRODUCTION ASSUMPTIONS</th>
<th>Table 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Henry Hub gas price</td>
<td>$4.00/MMBtu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development ceiling, partly drained acreage</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development ceiling, undrilled acreage</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual technology improvement</td>
<td>0.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual well-cost improvement</td>
<td>0.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well shut-in economic limit</td>
<td>0.05 MMcfd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum completions/year</td>
<td>30, Tiers 1-3, 10, Tiers 4-6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reducing capital expenditure to $8 million-well drops breakeven prices, leading to more drilling sooner at $4/MMBtu. In this scenario, field EUR reaches 51.9 tcf from 9,674 wells, about 6 tcf and 1,275 wells more than in the base case. Peak production occurs in 2020 at about 7 bcfd and is sustained for 3 years. Ultimately, the better locations in Tiers 1-3 are developed and the lower tiers do not justify development at prevailing prices.
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